All case studies will be published with a fictitious name. Please do not include any other personal
information which could reveal the identity of the individual.
BACKGROUND
L current offence is conspiring to commit an act – public decency. L has previously been convicted for the same
conviction too. Client did receive a Prison sentence in which he completed and is now on Supervision until August
2015.
HOW IXION HELPED
L met with advisor every 2 weeks, maybe every week depending on the progress L was making. L and advisor sat
together in appointments and went through the CSCS mock tests thoroughly while advisor read the questions to L
and explained what long words meant. L said that this was helping him remember for when he sees the questions
next time round. L was failing the mocks at first before advisor and L started to go through them together. Advisor
thought that L needed a little bit more support with reading the questions because when L was trying to read them
himself and try and figure out what certain words meant it was wasting time on the mock tests.
L and advisor started to see progress as L started to pass the mock CSCS tests. Advisor and L met up and completed
mock tests over and over again to make sure that L was confident with reading the questions and he also had sound
over to help him on the test also. Advisor and L see the great progress L was making as he was passing more times
and more regularly. Once client had passed mock tests, advisor reassured L that he is able to Pass the real CSCS test.
L was worried about this and did not know how he felt about taking the test without advisor there to explain certain
things to him. Advisor boosted L’s confidence and both advisor and L booked the CSCS Test together. L borrowed the
CSCS Disk from advisor in order to revise more up until the date of the test.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
L passed CSCS Test and was very, very pleased with the outcome. He thanked advisor over and over for support and
also gave advisor a thank you card. L was grateful that advisor put in effort to help him. L’s CSCS card has now been
ordered and L will be looking for employment in Construction now as it will be a lot easier to gain employment with
the CSCS Card.
Advisor is very proud of L’s effort as he did not give up when he became frustrated when he was failing his mock
CSCS tests. Advisor is positive that client will soon gain employment as client is now always job searching now he
knows he will have a CSCS card present very soon

